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EXPO '94
Students flood Alumni Circle to get a
look at the various student organizations on campus. EXPO, sponsored by
the University Program Board, was
last Wednesday ..

EDITO RIAL .

Caught in the act: Are students, faculty and
staff members breaking a prominent rule on
campus.?
FEATURES

Second ofa two-part series: Counseling services
on campus.
SPORTS

The Riverwomen soccer team is 4-0-1 with a
win over Colorado Christian.
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Student leaders to fight Hancock II
ASUM,' student governments plan video conference, voter registration drive
by Clint Zweifel

managing editor
University of Missouri student
leaders met Friday in Columbia to
discuss plans to fight the Hancock II
proposal. Plans discussed include a
voter registration drive and a fourcampus video teleconference:
The amendment, introduced by
U.S. Rep. Mel Hancock, would allow
the people to vote on all state tax increases. Hancock I, passed in 1980,
provided a limit on state revenue. Any
taxes that bring the state past the revenue limit must be voted on by the
people. Hancock II keeps the limit intact regardless of voter referendum.
Secretary of State Judi Moriarty
certified Sept. 1 that ,the petition had
enough signatures to be carried on the

"(Hancock /I) translates into loss of jobs
and our youth not being able to get a good
education. "
-Mary Anne McCollum, mayor of Columbia
and executive director of the Associated
Students of University of Missouri (ASUM)

Nov. 8 ballot. Hancock II will be listed though, that is not the issue at hand.
"Initially, when people see it, it's
as amendment number seven.
Mary Anne McCollum, mayor of being presented as a way to stop politiColumbia and executive director of the cians from raising taxes. But it triggers
Associated Students of University of refunds that cut deep into not only
Missouri (AS UM), said the amendment higher education, but elementary eduis being portrayed by Hancock II sup- . cation and the highway budget.
"People see this and think 'by gosh,
porters as a voters' rights bill. She said,

this is a way to keep government off my
back. I'm going to cut back waste in
government. But it translates into loss
of jobs and our youth not being able to
get a good education."
She said ASUM will first focus on
holding voterregistration drives on the
Columbia, Rolla and KansaS City
campuses. (UM-St. Louis does not
participate in ASUM.) Voters must be
registered by Oct. 12 to vote on the
amendment. McCollum said voterregistration drives held on the Columbia
campus last year registered nearly
10,000 people-the most ever registered
on any of the four University of Missouri
(UM) campuses.
In addition to voter registration,
McCollum said ASUM will work with
student governments on informing
students about the implications of

. Is it sexy or sexist? If you walked
by Thomas Jefferson Library
Wednesday at about 9 a.m., you may
have noticed a sign that brought one of
these feelings to mind.
The sign, painted by Sigma Pi's
Social Committee Chairman Jason P.
Brown, showed two women bending
over the words "Sexy Legs II," a contest at Sigma Pi's party last Saturday
night. The sign was considered offensive by several faculty members and
students.
You may wonder, well how and
why was the sign allowed to stand if it
symbolized sexism, chauvinism, and
other isms. Easy. Studentsonlyhaveto
fill out a request form and make a

security deposit to place signs. They
do riot show the sign(s) to anyone for
approval.
After Student Services Coordinator Don McCartney took thesigndown.,
he said he never would'have allow'edit
tostand:llhe had seen it previously. He
said the sign is offensive and advocates
sexism.
"Blatant use of sex like that is offensive to a large population of students
and itis notappropriale to be displayed,"
McCartney said, ''It is distasteful not
only to women but also men who are
sensitive to women's issues. Any way
you look at it, it's sexist." . .
Sigma Pi members, especia!1y Jason P. Brown, did not like seeing their
sign face down on the grass. Brown
said it took $150 and 16 hours for him
to create the sign, which stood for only

World Cup

"This proposal would require state and local spending
cuts ranging from $1 million
to $5 million annually. Cuts
would affect prisons, schools,
colleges, programs for the elderly, job training, highways,
public health and other services."
that UM System's total budget of $5.1 0
million could be cut by $60 million.
McCollum said cuts of this magnitude

See A SUM, page 4

Incremental grading system
is double trouble for students

Fraternity sign deemed
sexist by several faculty
members, students
by Mark Jackson
of The Current staff

Hancock-including a four-campus
VIdeo teleconference 0~2'U1ized by UMRolla Student Council President Andrew Sears (tentatively scheduled for
Oct). She said the complexity qf the
amendment makes informing students
difficult.
"At this point in time, many of the
students are asking a lot of questions
about what the impact of [Hancock II]
could be," McCollum said. "That's
why we're trying to get out information."
McCollum said taxes such as
Proposition C (sales tax for education)
and A (fuel tax for highways) would be
considered illegal under Hancock . II
since they would push the state past the
tax limit. As a result, she said refunds
wouJd have to be given to taxpayers.
Hancock II opponents have projected

Language on ballot that
draws objections from
u.s. Rep Mel Hancock

by Mark Strehl
of The Current staff

C+=2.3, C=2.0, C-=1.7
D+=1.3, 1>=1.0, D-=O.7
F=O

The main concerns raised last year
Current SGA president, Chris
by Andy Masters, former Student
Government Association (SGA) Jones, said his office has not received.
president, over the University's new any complaints but that he expects that
grading policy have subsided, for now. . to change as the semester continues.
"I think once [scores on] mid-terms
However, problems could greet the
new policy in its inaugural year once come back some students will not be
satisfied with the new policy," Jones
mid-term exams roll around.
said.
Initial
misgivings
were
expressed
Photo: Clnde PoJi
He said the new grading policy will
last year when the UM-St.LouisSenate
I'M TOO SEXY.: Jim Duncan (left) and Mar1< Kozeny are members of the
passed the grading policy in April of be addressed at the next SGA meeting
fraternity Sigma Pi. A sign promoting the fraternity's "Sexy Legs II" contest
1993. The concerns last year centered on Oct 4.
was taken down by the Student Service Coordinator last Wednesday . on three possible problems. The posRoo.seveit Wright, vice chancellor
sibility of lowering students' grade- of Academ ic Affairs, is more optimistic
J
thing done to get them taken down, but point averages, in effect, losing schol- about the new policy. He said that
two hours.
Brown said it was fine if people they want to trash our sign."
arships are the two main concerns. although the new grading system wouJd
Brown said the Women's Center IncOnsistencies will also be created have implications regarding scholardisliked the sign for reasons other than
it was offending or degrading to them . probably stirred up all the hype sur- from the use of two grading scales ships, they would not be very sigllifiHe said the sign is comparable to other rounding the sign. The two groups had because professors have flexibility of cant. Wright also said he saw no probsigne'ry and billboards throughout St. a similar disagreement a few years ago implementing the new policy or using lems with the professors using two
Louis that show women's body parts. about a sign SigrTIa Pi put up with a the the standard scale.
different scales. Wright then went on to
He said no one cOmplains about them, woman feedinggrapes to a man, while
The plus-minus incremental grad- praise the new policy.
the man tilted his head and wide-open ing sYstem averages are as follows:
though.
"It's defmitel y a step in the right
"I'm sure a lotof staff and students mouth near her breasts.
direction," Wright said. "In the long
Women's Center Coordinator
take highway 70 here and they see
A=>4.0, A-=3.7
those Hooter's signs," he said. 'They
B+=3.3,
B=3.0, B-=2.7
See Grades, page 4
See Sign, page 4
never complain about having some-

SGA identifies seven of UM-St. Louis'

biggest concerns among students
by Jeremy Rutherford
news editor

Photo: Cinde Poli

TEAM UM-ST. LOUIS: Jonathon Compton, senior, shows off his
hacky-sack abilities at EXPO. The event, sponsored by the University
Program Boarg. was last Wednesday at the Alumni Circle.

• Increase security on campus
• Increase student involvement
(those not involved in SGA organizaStudent Government Association tions)
Students were hesitant about which
(SGA) President Chris Jones and Vice
problems
to address, but unanimously
President Kel Ward listed UM-St.
voted
to
do
whatever it takes to inLouis' top seven problems at SGA's
crease
student
involvement.
first meeting of the year last Tuesday.
Overall,
Jones
was satisfied with
The new officers met with student
the
group's
decisions.
organizations last month at SGA's an"These are issues that needed to be
nual retreat in Potosi, Mo., but
addressed.
for some time," Jones said.
Tuesday's meeting allowed students to
"Even
though
some of these have been
see first hand what the top student
addressed.
over
and over again, [the
officials have in mind for the 1994-95
will
be 01lT highest priorcommittees]
academic year.
ity."
Each issue will be discussed by a
SGA also formed seven commitcommittee. Each SGA representative
has to sign up for one of the seven. tees last year during Andy Masters'
They will meet separately to discuss presidency. The Textbook Reform
ways of improving that specific issue, Committee accomplished its goal, by
and then report back to SGA. The prompting a debit-system to be introduced. Led by Tony Grey, now acounseven committees are:
• Worlcing with ARA Food Service selor to SGA, the committee made it
to lower the prices at the Underground possible for students to charge their
• Expanding the hours of the Tho- . textbooks and other University Bookmas. Jefferson Library and the com- store merchandise with an identification card. Grey said Tuesday, he hasn't
puter labs
exhausted
every option to improve the
• Establishing a better cohesiveUniversity
Bookstore.
ness between SGA organizations
"Sandy" MacLean, vice
Lowe
• Lowering the $5 transcript fee
chancellor
of
Student Affairs, said he
• Working with the University
welcomes
students'
ideas and believes
Bookstore on the Book Buyback systhe
students
have
formed
seven idealistem

tic committees.
"I like to think that the University
is doing a good job," MacLean said. "I
welcome the input students have. I
want them to know that I am here to
work with them and to help them understand how the University will address these and other issues."
Jones said it is the goal of SGA to
be the voice of the students. After
Tuesday's meeting,] ones believes that
task ITiaybe easier.
"I was a little nervous," he saia,
"though the end result was beneficial
to our efforts."
In other SGA news, anew adviser
was named for SGA. Jackie Lukitsch,
of the University Relations department,
will handle the duties .. . No word on
the conflict with Student Activities .. .
The Homecoming Dance is set for Oct.
8 at Stouffers Concourse, more details
to follow . . . SGA's allocation of of
$42,000 currently rests at $37,300 ...
Eric Barnhardt was elected house
speaker. .. Frank: Richter was elected
president of the Foundation Board of
Directors . . . Beth Titlow, SGA comptroller, has resigned as president of the
Panhellenic Association, which governs all sororities on campus . . . and
SGA held a voter drive and registered
over 180 people.

Chris Jones

KeJ Ward
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IBM pc: Two floppy disc drives. One
drive not functioning. $100. Comes
with monitor, word processing programs and keyboard. Call Clint at
553-6810.

ATTENTION UMSL STUDENTS!
Alpha Xi Delta wants you! Our sorority has started informal rush and we
want to meet you. For more info call
Emily at 926-2770 or Kim at 4340313.

~------~-------------~
Classified Advertising Policy
Paid classified advertising receives priority over free
classified orders. All orders sho"uld be mailed to "Cory
and Julie", c/o The Current, 8001 Natural Bridge. Drop
boxes for orders are located in Lucas Hall (next to
Evening College) and atthe offices of The Current, 7940
Natural Bridge. All student/faculty orders must include
name and student/staff number on separate/ same
sheet. All students currently attendi ng UM-St. Louis
may advertise free of charge.

Apartment : $295
Heat Included!! f bedroom, 2 room emciency, new appliances,
new carpet, some furnished. ti. month or 1 year lease. $285-$295.
OR a 2 bedroom, 1 bath apartment: $315-$350.

381·8797
Bermuda Heights
Nonnandy
7738 Springdale

HOTEL: THE HYAITREGENCYST.
LOUIS is currently seeking STUDENTS to fill FULUPART-TIME positions. Positions include:
• Restaurant Servers/Bussers
• Front Desk Clerks
• Banquet Set-Up/Servers
Fill out an application in the Human
Resources Dept. on Mondays 12:004:00pm orcontactTim Combs at2311234 ext 7602.
STUDENT TRAVEL SALES!
Sunchase Tours is seeking ambitious sales reps to promote ski and
beach trips for Christmas and Spring
Break! Earn cash and free trips. Call
today: 1·800-SUNCHASE.

HELP WANTED: Student assistants
for the Audio· Visual department. Day
and evening hours. Some experience
in the use of A-V equipment desirable. Located at 113 Lucas Hall or
call 553-6173.

EASY WORK. EXCELLENT PAY
Mailing Products - - - - Send SASE to: INTL
2221 Peachtree Road N.E.
Suite 0-415
Atlanta, GA 30309

IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER:
Need a system with hard drive, laser
printer. CD Rom and modem.
Call Cory at 739-0843
HOME FOR SALE orRENT:2 BR.1
Bath, DR, LR, kitchen, partially finished basement. New furnace and
roof, qual. assum. loan, low monthly
payments, walk to Metro link. Rent
for $450 month wi security deposit.
Call 837-6819.
PER~ONAL COMPUTER: Has
floppy disk drive and personal cassette recorder, letter perfect printer,
and 13" black and white TV monitor.
Comes with software( word processing, spell perfect, data perfect)
and instruction manuals. $300. Call
Sharon at 240-8946- evenings and
weekends only.

FOR SALE: Exercise Bike· $25,
Stepper (excellent condition) - $50,
Student Desk- $30, 4 Drawer Chest·
$25, Papasan Chair (with cushion)$100, Full Size Mattress- $50. Call
389-5296 for info.
.
APPLE lie with disc drive.
Appleworks & Mastertype program,
Rocky's Boots. All in PERFECT
WORKING CONDITION. 725-3721.
82 MERCURY ZEPHYR, 73xxx
miles. 2 doors, 6 cylinders, automatic, power steering and brakes,
very good condition. Needs paint.
$900 or OBO. Call 553-6126.
BASIC DOS SYSTEM: IBM PS2 Mod
30, Mono VGA monitor, Epson
LQ800 printer, 2400 band modem.
$425. Call 725-2769.
PRINTER: Apple Imagewriterll.
$125. Call 725-2769.
,

WANTED
ONE ROOMATE NEEDED· ASAP!
Cental air/heat, wall to wall carpeting. 1112 bathrooms, private washer/
dryer, dishwasher. Female nonsmoker. $312.50. University City.
725-3721.

J

.

FUNDRAISING Choose from 3 differE;Jnt fundraisers lasting either 3 or 7
days. No investment. Earn $$$ for
your group plus personal cash bonuses for yourself. Call 1-800-9320528, Ext. 95.

"lUI;
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WANTED

WANTED: Individuals who want to
make $6.00 per hour. Job requirements are simple. Time requirements
will vary. Location is South County. If
interested. call 230-0481-leave
message.

ueE ONl'

.......

FOR SALE

EARN MONEY Reading booksl
$30,000/ yr Income potential.
Details. (1) 805 962·8000
Ext. Y-2166

orncl!;

. :

HELP WANTED

TEXT:

FOK

............ .,:: ....

.

WISH TO PURCHASE used mountain bike or dirt bike. Must be a small
bike. Call Matt at 553-5183.

FOR RENT
AVAILABLE: 2 BDRMS FOR RENT
either separate or together, with hall
bathroom in the same area of the
house. Good quiet neighborhood. 2
miles from UMSL and 1-70; 50 yards
from busline. Kitchen and laundry
privledges. Non-smoking females
only. 383-8162.
BEAUTIFUL TOWNHOUSES or
spacious apartments. 2 bdrm plus
finished bsmnt rec room. 11/2 baths
sliding glass door to patio, ca, nice
yard, off street parking. FergusonFlorissant Schools. Health walk to
UMSL. 4 units available- could
carpool. limit 5 person per unit. $315$450. Spring Valley Consultants. 830HOME (830-4663).
LEASE- OPTION TO BUY! BY
OWNER! Charming 2 bdrm home,
plus large finished room-lower level.
LR, DR, carpeting. CA, carport, roofed
concrete patio, fencing. large yard,
big dog pen. $2000 option deposit.
$530/month-$30 allowed toward
purchase. $51,900ibest offer. Broker, 830-4663.

MISCELLANEOUS
LOOKING BOTH WAYS- a 10 session information and discussion
group for those recently separated
or divorced.. Beginning Wednesday,
September 14th, 1pm-3:00pm.
f;!lease call to register. Counseling
Service·427 SSB. 553-5711. Free of
charge.

MISCELLANEOUS
NEED St)ME HELP WITH YOUR
FRENCH? French exchange graduate students are there to help you!
Call 522-6860
AMERICAN RED CROSS BLOOD
DRIVE
Monday, October 17th 8am-2pm
Tuesday, October 1BthBam-2pm
J.C. Penny, Room 126
"Give The Gift Of Life"
Sponsored by Beta Alpha Psi

PERSONALS
TO THE MEAN SPIRITED LEITER
WRITER: For your Information The
Current has three staff members
who presently hold "real" jobs In
the media. Two write for The Suburban Journals and one writes for
The Post-DIspatch.
- Clint 553-6810
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL
NEW ALPHI XI DELTA MEMBERS!
We are very excited to have you
aboard!
JANSEN,
Remember this? Marla! Where Is
my Marla? She Is not here! (With
Spanish accent).
Nursing Students,
Sorry you have not been getting
The Current. W. sincerely
apologize. We will send the
paper over soon. Welcome
aboard!
.-Matt and Clint
New OrleansWe're dying to see you. Can't walt
until Nov. 3. Cajun here we come.
We can celebrate Clint's bIrthday
_cajun style.
-Cory

Get Involved
Interested In writing, photography or advertising?
You can learn all of these
skills at The Current. No
experIence Is necessary.
Only the desire and· a
positive attitude are necessary.
Staff meetings are on
Mondays at 1 p.m. Call
Matt or Clint at 553-6810.

BLUES HOCKEY TICKETS! 2-4
seats per game. $32 each- save $5
per seat. Call 554-4140 or 230-0481.

e• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

•
••
•
•

Wanted

•
•

Part Time
Disc Jockey

•

Immediate Part-Time Positions
Loading & Unloading Trucks

•
•
•
•
•
••
•

SHIFTS AVAILABLE:
3:30 am - 8:00 am $6.50;hr + $1 tuition assistance
5:00 pm -10:00 pm $6.00/hr + $1 tuition assistance

Must have car

and available
weekends.

••

•

•
••
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
••
•
••
•

• COMPLETE
••
••
•
MUSIC •
•
§

·15 -25 hrs a week
• Early AM or PM shift
• Physical, fast-paced work
• NO WEEKENDS
• Opportunities for advancement
• Must be at least 18 yrs
Applicants with 1 yr or more of commercial
driving experience may have the opportunity
to become an on-calI/temporary driver.
Apply in person at:

I~

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

5334 Eagle Industrial Ct
Hazelwood, MO
or
6150 Olive Ln.
StLouis, MO

Career Placement SeNices
&The Alumni Association
308 Woods Hall
553-5111
. :"':": . ': ..: .... ,": .... :..':' ,,': -:::" .:" '.. :' ..... :.... :..:... :..:.:.:...... ::...:j:-:~:~:.::?:~:::...::.:::.:-;.::.~.::~:::':',:; :.-: ~ .:. ::::: ..

11224 Olive Blvd.
:
Creve Coeur, MO 63141 :

991-5656~•

• •• ~ •••••••••••• •a

.!SS EARN EXTRA DOLLARS $S

JillilliJlS ~
COME JOIN OUR PERFORMANCE TEAM
• Full & Part TIme Cashiers Positions

• Flexible Schedule
• Frequent Merit Increases
• Gain Sharing Bonuses
• Health & Dental (FULL TIME ONLY)

On Campus Recruiting:
University Center
September I9-20

September 2b-21

EDITOR

September 12, .1994

Call theUM-St.Louis Fire
Department- I hear a
smoke(ing) alarm ,

page 3
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FDR A TA)(

INCREASE.

by Jeremy Rutherford

Do I expect the police to rearrange
news editor
its department to include such a divi. . sian? No.
Smoke 'em if ya got 'em.
Who is to take the responsibility? .
I hare smoking. Butit'salright with Oneself?
me if you do. Unless, that is, you smoke
I believe that is the answer. I mean
inside a building which belongs to the c'mon.
Uni versity of Missouri -St. Louis, a non. Earlier this year, McDonalds and
smoking institution.
.
some Taco Bells adopted the noOr is it?
smoking policy in their restaurants.
A recent trip through a few ofLiM- It's not whether you agree with it or
St. Louis' main buildings seemed a
not, it's the rules. Bylittle smokier than usual.
. pathetically, I don't
So smoky in fact, I conwalk: past the "Please
.templated whetherornot
Take Your ShOes Off'
to pull the fire alarm. I
sign outside your front
thQught better, though,
door in mud-ringing '
because I was in and out
clodhopper combat
in no time, and it really
boots,
didn't bother me.
Again, there are
The third stop of my
students, faculty and
three-building trip was
staff members . that
to Woods Hall. Much to
make the short trip to
my delight, five or so faculty members the outdoors to obey the rule. My
were starlding outside the front doors applause. I'm sure that it becomes a
while smoking. Plastered to the doors . hassle for you, yet still, you comply.
behind them a sign: "No smoking,
It's just a lousy cigarette, though.
please. The University of Missouri-St.
What are the possible effects of
. Lollis is a smoke-free campus."
smoking in a bllilding? I think you
So I'm thinking, the first two build- know. If you don't, listen in:
ings I visited must not have been partoi'
DickFord: 'Today, a fire' erupted . L _ _...L_C>...._.l,.-_ _ _ _ _the UM-St.Louiscampus. That's funny , i~ the 3200 hundred block of Long
I just had a class in one of them last street, killing three members of Smith
semester. And here I thought I went to family."
UM-St. Louis.
Mandy: "John, Kim an Tracy
To doublecheck, I called a confi- Smith were found dead at about 1p.m.
dent soUrce, wllo assured me that I do after firefighters found a cigarette
go to UM-St. Louis and that LUCAS burning ... " ENOUGH said.
and CLARK HALLS are a part of the
Still not enough?
campus. Putting three and three to- .
Last year, a faculty member called
gether, some people are not following the campus police department after
the rules.
smoke alarms signaled in SSB . Again,
Says fraternity is sexis~' encourages students speak out against sexism
These are the rules, the source said, listen in:
that have been in place since the late
Dispatcher: "Campus Police."
Dear editor,
going to get anywhere with them so I this college campus, where can we?
80s. That's when the University adopted
Faculty member: "Yes, I'd like to
decided to go to theS tudent Goverment We are the fmit of this miserable counthe policy, and just recently, the law report a ... "
Sexism is the word. This word Association to report the incident
try , and it is up to us to stop all forms of
. wa~ made system-wide.
Dispatcher: "Hold please."
should
be·used to describe the Sigma
oppression
if ve are to ever change
Th
reason
why
I'm
""Tiling
this
is
Now, I wasn't here when the noIt was one minute before the disPi fraternity. For those of you who to inform all members of the campus anything.
smoking policy was implemente.d at patcher came back on the line.
aren't aware, the Sigma Pi fraternity of the blatant sexism of the Sigma Pi
As womyn rsic], we need to band
UM-St Louis, so if smoking in campus
Dispatcher: "O.K., I'm sorry."
displayed a disgusting sign behind the fraternity. When rapproached them at together and take care of each other.
buildings did indeed decrease, GOOD
Faculty member: "There's a frre
library to advertise their "Sexy Legs EXPO, I didn't even get the sense that We must send Sigma Pi a fervent
JOB! If nothing has changed in that in SSB. Well, at least the fire alarms
XI" contest. The sign pictured two half they fell like they had done anything message that their sexism is not wanted
time, give me a clue.
are going off. Get somebody over
naked womyn [sic] in bikinis bending wrong. These so-called men should be on this campus. Sisters I nee.d your
While I do not follow every rule here."
over
in a sexually overt way. Their held accountable for their actions. I help. Complain to our elected school
ever created, I do abide by a majority of
Dispatcher: "Sure, we'll sendBob
breasts were highly enlarged and their feel they should be reprimanded and officials as well as our college adminthem. For Pete's sake, the speed limit the maintainence man right over."
legs were half of their body.
that they owe the womyn [sic] of this istration. I also need people to help me
on Natural Bridge is 30 m.p.h. Hell, I Ten minutes later, Bob mosied on
I
noticed
this
sign
around
8:30
campus
a hearty apology.
take them through the student court
can rollerblade faster than that
o~er to the new building, which if
am.
on
Wednesday,
Sept
7,
1994.
I
Ifwe,
as
womyn
[sic],
continue
to
system.
Hopefully , at the end of this,
A few months ago, in fact, with my there had been a fire, would have been
reported
the
presence
of
the
sign
to the let signs like this be put up on our we wiil be able to sing and celebrate in
rollerblades in the trunk of my car, a pile of ashes. Fortunately, that was
Office of Equal Opportunity as well as campus, we are inviting violence -siste.rhood. For more information you
which by the way was traveling about not the. case.
to the Women's Center. By 11 am. the against ollfselves. There is a system- can contact me at253~8061. It's a beeper
47 m.p.h., I was pulled over by one of
What's to stop that from happensign
was face down. I was later told by atic and institutionalized oppression so after the beep leave a number where
Bel-Nor's finest. It wa~ a $130 trip ing in·the future?
,
the
Office
of Equal Opportunity that going on here. It is time to start speak.- I can reach you.
through ritZy, well-patrolled town after
And what if next time, Bob IS on
the Sigma Pi fraternity waS asked to ing out and protecting our sisters on
adjustments.
.
vacation?
remove the sign. Since EXPO was campus. If we can't speak out, now, on
Signed Tiger
I ignored the law, policy if you will.
Since we can't get anyone of the
going
on
that
day,
I
figured
it
would
be
As a result, I paid the price.
three Bel-Nor police officers to pace
a perfect time to discuss the situation
Is there a division of the campus the halls with fire extinguishers on
The Current is reprintmg this letter from last week's "Voi.ce of The
with Sigma Pi themselves. As soon as
police department that strictly conce~ hand, take it upon yourself.
People" with a correction. The Current would like to apologize for any
one of the guys heard me say the sign
trates on stopping cigarette smoking ill
You know who you are.
inconvenience caused by last week's error.
was offensive, he began to verbally
campus buildings? No.
attack me. I could see that I wasn't
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The Current's electronic
mail and bulletin board both
still have a few bugs in the
system that are presently
being worked oui. Please
do not send electronic mail
to the addresses listed in
issues 795 or 796, as boi~
addresses are not operating. An announcement will
be provided in this section
Monday, Sept. 19. "Voice
of the People" letters will
still be accepted through
the mail. We apologize for
any inconvenience.

Correction
Box

Campus event on Jewish
holy day shows insensitivity
Dear Editor, .

This year Rosh . Hashanah, the
Jewish New Year, is observed from
sundown on Sept. 5 through sundO\vn
on Sept. 7. I have learned that the
students serving on the University
Program Board (UPB) were advised
of these dates when they scheduled
EXPO' 94 on Sept 7. Following recent
tradition, the Chancellor's Picnic was
scheduJ~ to coincide with EXPO.
On our campus and in our socie[y~
we are learning to value diversity. We
incorporate such teachings into Ollf
course contents and hope that faculty,

•In issue 797, on a photo
on the front page, Joan
Soloman is identified as an
associate professor of Behavioral Studies. Ms .
Soloman is Director ofUrban Education with the
Missouri Department of
Elementary and Secondary
Education.

staff and students willleam to respect
such individual differences. One sure
way to limit our on-campus representation from diverse religious, ethnic
and cultural segments of our community is to schedule major campus events
on significant holy days. UPB' s decision is an inexcusable mistake. The
Woods Hall plan to proceed concurrently with the picnic is a serious
misjudgmentanda missed opportunity
to reinforce its values .

•In the same photo lise
Brunner was identified as
the director of the Acceler'.ated Schools Program. The
Accelerated Schools Program is a project and nor a
program and Brunner is the
coordinator of the project.
In addition the story
stated that a center for the
project was also started at
Southwest Missouri State
Universtiy. UM ~ Kansas
City also started an accelerated schools project at
their university .

Margaret W. Cohen
Associate Professor of Education

Letters Policy
The Current Welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should
be kept brief The use of any material is at the editor's
discretion.
.
Editing may be necessary for space and clari~y. I~eas will
not be altered, but the editor will avoid obscenity, libel and
invasions ofprivacy . .
Lettersdonotnecessarilyrefiecttheopiniono{TheCurrent
For purposes of verification, all letters must. bear. the
writer's handwritten signature, address, student Identification number and home or work telephone number. If requested, all efforts will be made to maintain the writer's
anonymity.

The Current regrets all
of these errors and any confusion caused by them.
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New and Improved:

Si9tJ from page 1
Joanne Bocci said she was involved in
having the sign taken down.
''StudentActivitie.<l, Sllldel'ltAffairs,
and myself received almost 20 complaints in only 20 minutes about the
sign," Bocci said. "The complaint was
that the sign was offensive. Our job is
to respond to any requests and complaints that students may have."
McCarmey said he might consider
letting Brown hang a sheet sign over
. the first sign if it was large enough to
cover the ''bad parts."
Brown made a sheet sign to cover .

everything that was said to be offensive. However, a person could see the
original picture by lifting the sheet.
Brown planned to show the new
sign to McCartney and hopefully put it
back up. There is one problem, though.
The sign is missing.
McCarmey said he knew nothing
coocerning the whereabouts of the sign.
He said the grounds crew may have
picked it up by mistake.
Sigma Pi has posted flyers around
campus to let students and staff know
the sign is missing.

EXPO '94 gives students
chance to take a break
by Beth Robinson
of The Current staff
The University Program Board
gave students a chance to take a break
from daily routine Wednesday.
UPB and the ChancellOr's Picnic
kicked off the new school year with an
exhibition of sllldent groups and carnival-type activities.
Over 50 organizations participated
in the event Participants included
various religious, social, ethnic, academic and educational student organizations. Some organizations set up
booths to inform students of upcoming
eventS and give them information on
how to become a member.

. All in all, this year's participants
were surprised with the turnout "There
are a lot more people involved this
year, and more people seem to care,"
said Jason Brown, Sigma Pi member.
The ninth annual Chancellor's
Picnic, coordinated by University Relations' SpecialEventscommiuee, was
held next to EXPO on Alumni Circle.
The picniC has only been held with
EXPO the last two years.
Musical entertainment throughout
the day was provided by the Ralph
Butler Band, and during the evening,
the Curt Landis Duo performed.
Yerdela Thomas and Tonya
Therman, ofUPB, have been working
to coordinate the event since July.

~----------------------------------------------,
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Campus shuttle service rolling right along; saves U. cash
by"Matt Forsythe

have been taught about learning on a

edrtor~in-chief

full stomach," Richter said.

Our existing shuttle was getting
The improved. Shuttle service is . old, and our other three vans did not comply
full speed ahead this fall as the campus [ 'th A
.
DIsa
" b I"I"'
"
gOe.'l back to work.
.
WI
mencans
Itles A ctl and Just
N~l Bath, manag~r Of. Campus weren't good. Students were having problems
P~g an~ ConstruCbpn, IS tem~- · with them . .. It J"ust didn't pay: "
ranly handlmg the shuttle servIce
•
projectfortheUniversity.Hesaidim-Noel Bath, manager of Campus
provements have been made as sugPlanning and Construction
lJ

gested by a survey done by Crawford,
Brunte, Brammeier (CBB).
The report was carried outby CBB
throughout the summer and fall ofl993.
The problems that the report found
were University vans that were "real
challenges to riders and potentially
could result in injuries to the passengers", a "lack of consistency in the
schedule [of the University busts],"
and "surprisingly few persons (less than
35 percent) who knew what route the
shuttle followed around campus." One
of the main recommendations of the
report was that the University contract
out its shuule service to combat these
. problems.
Bath said the University has contracted out to Huntleigh Transportation.
'They are geared. They are more
organized," Bath said, 'They have a
dispatcher and a maintenance shift
which takes care of all that routine
. maintenance. Our existing shuttle was

-

getting old, and our other three vans did vice.
"It's pretty convenient," said Ann
not comply [with Americans with Disabilities Act) and just weren't good. Guillerman, a senior majoring in BiolStudents were having problems with ogy and getting a teaching certificate
them. There were major repairs and . for Secondary Education. "I don 't have
high mileage. Itjustdidn' t pay. And for to ride my car all over campus."
"It's been pretty good, but they
the University to buy three new buses
was toobigofan expense. It was cheaper need tohavea bus come by a little more
often," said Erika Johnson, a junior
for us to contract out"
Bath said that the improvements majoring in Education.
Not all users thought the service
have already made a difference in the
was up to par, though. Frank Richter, a
first three weeks of fall semester.
"I guess that the bigge.<lt impact is student living in a South Campus resithat our ridership is twice what it was dence, said th~ shuttle's schedule leaves
last year," Bath said. "The feedback some stUdents in the Honors College
that I'm hearing is that the buses are Resident Hall out in the cold.
Richter said that theshuttle doesn't
more dependable now and the people
are more prone to ride the buses now give the resident hall student enough
time to get a breakfast at the Underthat they are more dependable."
Some students who ride the shuttles ground before an 8 a.m. class.
"That flies in the face of what we
made positive comments about the ser-

ASUM from page 1

Grades from page 1
run, students may put forth moreefIort,
in response to the new policy, to get the
higher grade."
Wright also said hebelieveda lotof
problems can be avoided iftheprofessor
clearly defmes the scale he intends to
use, and the student prepares accordingly.
"As long as there is an established
scale for the student to follow there
shouldn't be any problems," Wright
said.
The percentage of faculty using the
new policy has not been calculated yet
However, Wrightputsaroughestimate
at 90 percent of the foculty using the
new grading scale. If that figure is
correct, it would appear the faculty

Richter also said that the drivers
could show more flexibility about
where riders are dropped off.
Bath said nothing was set in stone
about the shuttle's schedule.
"If there is strong student support
for a change we will be flexible."
Bath also said that another bug that
must be worked out of the system is
that only one of the HuntIeigh vehicles
is equipped with a wheelchair lift. He
said this could cause delays for other
students on the route, becaUSe that bus
must be taken out of the rotation to
serve the disabled student.
Student Goverment Association
(SGA) officers Rel Ward and Chris
Jones announced at the first SGA
meeting la~t week that to spread the
word about what route the buses follow and the schedule the UniversitY
. would post the map and schedule at the
shuttle stops. The survey completed
by CBB stated that close to 75 percent
of those questioned would use the
shuttle more often ifthe shuttle's routes
and schedule were available. Bath said
he plans to take care of this by having
printed schedules on the shuttles for
the students or anyone else wanting to
use the shuttle. A map of the shuttle
stops is presently available in Admissions.

overwhelmingly approve of the new
policy.
'The professors may like it because it offers more options to them in
assigning grades and allows them a
moreaccuratedescriptionofastudent's
.
performance," Wright said.
Last seme.<lter, students at the UM·
Kansas City rallied against the incremental grading system. In a survey
taken at the UM-Columbia,nearly seventy-five percent of the students were
in favor of keeping the curren t grading
system.
Donna Yates, a UM-St Louis
graduate nursing student, does not believe the new system will make a great
difference in school or in the work
force. "I've never had an employer
comment on or ask to see my grades,"
Yates said.

could leave the University with only
one option-raising tuition.
"It would hurt all students on the
University's campuses," she said. ''TIle
only other option [if Hancock II is
passed] would be to raise tuition . [Students] would be priced out. Students
would have to look to other options for
education. What a public institution is
all about is access to everyone."
Hancock said there is no guarantee
there will be CUlS and the "possibility is
practically zilch" that refunds would
be issued to taxpayers. If money is
available, Hancock said the Hancock
II commiuee plans on fIling a lawsuit
concerning the fiscal note that will be
placed on the ballot.
The note states:
"This proposal would require Slate
and local spending cuts ranging from

R I': T I R I~ ~\ E;'\ T 1;,\ \ . EST I :'\ G

13TH

ANNUAL

S 1 million to $S million annUally. Cuts

would affecrprisons, schools,colleges,
programs for the elderly, job training,'
highways, public health and other services."
"That's not true," Hancock said of
the fiscal note and opponents' claims
of de.ep cuts. 'There is no way that is

u/t's a shame
yo u have to sue the
government. "
,
-Mel Hancock, U. S.
Representative
going to happen. The only way there
would be refunds is if the state legislature allow [taxes] to go past the limit. If
they' re not smart enough to [stay under
the limit] then we 'll elect people that
are,

"It's a shame you have to sue the
government. But we read the fiscal
note and we had to file the suit."

We have
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by Clint Zweifel
managing editor

I

addition to professional counseling, UM-St. Louis also offers specialized counseling services free of
harge to students. The services,
Horizons and the Women's Center,
offer a helping hand to students through
short-term counseling.

Horizons

Organizations give students a chance
to help their peers deal with concerns

Horizons, run under the guidance
of the UM-St. Louis Counseling SerVice, is composed of seven student peer
counselors who conduct short-term
counselmg for students.
Doug Strauss, adviser to Horizons
and a staff psychologist at the UM-St.
Louis counseling service, said there are
three main student concerns the peer
educators see.
Of
those
problems, he said
career concerns
are the most
prevalent. He said
some students are
just beginning
their college career and are unsure of what their major
choice should be. Other students are
close to graduation and are concerned
about getting a job that is right for
them.
"The number one concern that
[Horizons counselors] see has to do
with career concerns," Strauss Said.
"And that would range anywhere from
'r don't know what to dO,r don't know
what major to be in or I'm not doing
. very well in my major and I thmk I
might need to change.'"
Strauss said Horizons has two
computer programs that help students
defme whm type of major or career
field might be most appropriate to thelf
personality or interest. He said Honzons focuses on what he calls "career

exploration" -helping students make
decisions on career or major chOlces.
Once students define their interests, he
said Horizons then can refer themto
Career Placement to see what opponu·
nities are open.I
Strauss said relationships are another main concern of students. He Said
Horizons does not conduct any formal
counselmg, but the peer educators will
listen to the students' problems. If the
problem is severe enough, a peer educator might refer them to the Counseling Service where professional counseling can be conducted. Because there
are four professional psychologists on
staff, StrallSS said the Counseling Service usually deals with relationship
issues more often than Horizons. Strauss
said, though, occasionally a person will
come in after having a fig~t and Just
will need to be calmed down. In that

the teacher? And a lot of time students
are afraid. They don't wan t to go talk to
a teacher because teachers can be intimidating. And one of the thmgs we
try and and teach people is that teachers
are approachable depending on how
you approach them."
Strauss said he trains the peer educators for six weeks prior to the beginning of the semester. After that, they
are tramed one hour per wuk for the
entire year.
He said the peer educators are attractive helping hands for students,
since they too are students. Strauss
said, though , the peer educators have
an upper hand in helping a student with
a problem-listening skills. Strauss said
even the best of friends may not have
the necessary listening skills to help
someone who has a probJem.
"The imtial training has a lot to do
with how to be a
good -listener,"
Strauss ·said. "So I
will teach them basic counseling
skills, which would
be active listening,
how to develop
trust with somecase a peer educator would talk to the body who doesn ' t know you.
person and evaluate whether further
"They are also trained 10 crisis intervention, because there's always that
counseling may be needed.
Strauss said Horizons also does a possibility that someone will come in
great deal of counseling concernmg and they flunked a test and they ' re
students ' academic problems . He S8.1d thinking aoout ending thelf life. I don't
students may have concerns aoout thelf think that has ever happened with the
performance in a particular class or JUSt peer educators. rtdoes happen WIth the
want to improve their study habits. Counseling Service, though. What they
Many times, Strauss said,slUdents want would do then is try to calm the person
to talk to a professor about a grade but down and come get one of us from the
are unSille of how to approach them.
Counseling Service."
Horizons also sponsors "outreach"
"Either somebody just bombed a
test or they've got test anxiety," he programs such as Alcohol Awareness
said. "Sometimes it's that they're not Week and Sexual Awareness Week.
doing very well 10 a class and they Both progr8.1TIS hold workshops and
don 't exactly know what to do. Should distribute information concerning the
they drop the class? Should they talk to tOpiCS.

Women I S Center

r-----------------------------------------~--------------- ------

Librarian wins Internet Award
by SCOtt Lamar
of The Current staff

Raleigh Muns, reference !ibrarian at the Thomas Jefferson Library,
is the recipient of the 1994 Online
Computer Library Center, (OCLC) ,
On the Front Line Award for establishing a "virtual library" gopher on
the calnpns mainfralne computer.
The annual award honors an
outstanding reference librarian for
making effective use of electronic
reference products at work, displaying knowledge, creativity and
an eagerness to help library patrons .
OCLC is a nonprofit computer
library service and research organization.
Muns received the award, which
included a check for $1 ,(xx), at the
Naoonal Online Meeting in New
York City.
"I was honored that my ooss
considered me for nomination,"
Muns said, "W irtoing was just icing
on the cake."
Sandra Snell, head of reference
services at TJL, nominated Mr.

federal CD-ROMS as the National
Muns for the award.
"Raleigh is integrating traditional Trade Data Bank. Many of these fil es
nuts-and-bolts reference work at an are unique to the Internet.'"
Muns said
academic referthis is possible
ence desk with
because TJL IS a
creall ve implefederal deposimentation of the
tory li brary .
latest technologies
The 'vmual
on a shoe.string
library' gopher in
budget," said Snell
the UM-St. I,.ouis
in her nomination
library allows
letter. "The best
you to call up
example of this is
full-text docuhIS one-person
ments from the
crusade to take the
"Government
most useful public
Documents"
domain, U.S. FedsectIon. Or you
era! Government
may retrieve a
information, and
book or periodimake it available
cal from the
to the campus,
"Online Colleccommumty and
tion."
the world.
Raleigh Muns
"Gopher" is
"Raleigh
maintains a 'virtual hbrary' gopher on a piece of software, developed at the
the campus mainframe computer," University of Minnesota, that connects
Snell continued. "Using custom soft- you to L'1formation on the Internet.
To get into "gopher," go to any
ware, which he created, he has uploaded over a thousand files from such CalnPUS computer lab and select op-

lion: C) Network/Remote Access
then D) Gopher then choose ''The
Library" from the main menu.
Muns said that, since the system
is still in its infant stage, not all
books and journals in the library are
available.
Muns also srud that he only puts
in information useful to the needs of
the UM-SL Louis library patrons.
For eXalnple, "Vote Smart" allows a person to access useful information about candidates running
for office, Muns said. You can see
what various organizations such as
the National Rifle AsSOCIation and
D1sabled American Veterans rate
them on a scale of 0-1 00, as well as
which PAC's are giving them
money.
Judges for the OCLC On the
FrontLine Award were: Lucmda D. I
Conger, principal reference librarIan at the U.S. State Department,
Nancy Garmen, editor of ONllNE
magazine, and Mick O'leary, as- ,
sistant director of the Learning Resources Center at Fredcrick Community College in ?vlaryland.

Doing the UM-St. Louis 10 Step
by Don Barnes
of The Current staff
Whatcould it be, this UM-St.Louis
10 step thing? A speCIal way of walking across the stage when you graduate? UM-St. Louis' alternative t~ the
"Just Say No" campaign? A new dance
created at the Wednesday Noon Live
Series? A progra!n to help you pass
that intro foreign language class (the
first time)?
Actually, you all know what it is.
So before I make you go "ahhh," Ietme
tell you how I became aware of this
campus wide phenomenon.
r was at a barbecue over the Labor
Day weekend, slalnming Bud Lights
and talking with people I had never
met before, when the conversation
became focused on a woeful adventure
I had recently experienced at a small
town, out-of-state university. As my
talc progressed, I mentioned. how sur-

prised I had been at the way people on
thatCalnPUS had acted toward me. Both
staff and strangers were genumely
friendly. They didn't aVOld making eye
contact. They often smiled. They even
said hello to me.

At this point, one of the people
listening to my account asked me what
lmiversity I normally attend.
"U]vlSL," I said.
"'That explains ll," he Said.
"Explains what?'" I asked.

I had even performed the act on several
occasions. But I had ne ver bothered to name
and define it.
At first I wasn 't quite sure of how
to respond to this be'havior because it
had been so long since a complete
stranger smiled at me and greeted me
WIthout then asking me for some spare
change or an extra clgarette. But I
adjusted after a couple of days and
startedsfOIling back and saymg hello to
people like I owned the place.

"Why you weren' t used to people
acti ng that' way. You're used to the
UMSL 10 stcp."
Fearle s as I aln when it comes LO
admitting my ignorance on subjects
foreign to me, I braved to quesuon,
"Whlch is?"
Kindl y he ex plained tome that "the
UMSL 10 step is when you take 10

steps, look up from the ground to make
sure you're not going to run into anybody, then look at the ground for another 10 steps, and so on until youreach
your class or your car."
I was alnazed. I had witnessed thlS
practice on our Cain pus hundreds of
times. r had even performed the act on
several occasions. But I had never
oothered to na!ne and define it.
I began searching for explanations
for the 10 step's dominance across our
campus. Maybe UM-SlLouis students
are tOO tired from all of that studying to
lift thelf heads more than every 10
steps? Maybe they have cramps in their
necks from reading and test taking?
Maybe? Maybe? I was milingexcuses.
My new acquaintance continued.
"You sec, most of the people who
attend UMSL live off campus (uhhuh), and most of them sti ll hve ill the

See Stepping, page 6

The Women 's Center is omposed
of three Social Workpracticum students
and the coordinator of the organization,
Joanne Bocci. Bocci said women have
special problems that are distinct from
those men have. Those problems, she
said, are the focus of the Women's
Center. The organization is multifaceted, dealing with issues of educatIon,
short-term counseling and referrals.
Part of the Women 's Center focus
is educating the campus on women's
issues. Bocci said the Center shows
films, hosts speakers and leases books
that can educate the CalnPUS about social, psychological and political Issues
affecting women. She srud the educa-

tional device.s act as an supplement to
formal academics. Bocci said, although
there is a focus on women" S Issues,
there are a number of men who utilize
the Center's resources.
"We have a lot of men that come to
the programs," Bocci SaId. ''There are
educational progralns for anyone. A lot
of them are related to women's issues
but we do racial and ethnic issues besides."
Bocci said some men visit the
Women's Center to fmd out how to
help women who are in abusive situations. She said the staff can send them

See Counsel, page 6

"Yes, because this is a commuter
college most students would just go to
class then home without any student
Interaction."
Shanetta Reed
Sophomore
PsychpJogy

"I think that there's a lot of activities that
the organizations can add but some
people just don't want to take advantage of it. They just want to go to class
and leave."
Dan Nordmann
Freshman
undecided

"I guess it does. I'm not really involved
but it seems to have increased (gotten
better) since I came here three years
ago. I guess it helps."
Julie Westhoff
Senior
Education

"I don't really see the student organizations involved openly with the rest
of the student body to try and get
them involved (other than the expo) "
Jermain Smith
Junior
Music/Computer Science

..
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Cusco mixes music of ancient, modem
by Michael Urness
of The Current staff

Cusco's newest release "Apurimac II: Return ot Acient America

While alternative rock and contemporary country music appear to be
the choice of the masses, other forms
of music are alive and indeed flourishing thanks to the efforts of a few independent record labels. One such
alternative to the norm is New Age
Music.
New age is defined in Webster's
College Dictionary as, adj. 2. of or
pertaining to an unobtrusive style of
music using lxlth acoustic and electronic instruments and drawing on
classical music, jazz and reck.
One of the most popular New Age
groups today, and one that fits
Webster's definition to a tee, is a band
named Cusco. On Cusco's sixth and
most recent rele,ase, "Apurimac II:

force of the Earth."
Aside from the concept of using
latter- day instruments like synthesizers and programmed drums in promoting or honoring the earliest inhabitants
of the Americas, what intrigues me
most is that the men doing .the interpreting are German, and yet they do it
well.
If the stuff you have· been hearing lately all soMuch
of the project sounds as
has left you craving for something more,
though it could be used to score either
a "Dances with Wolves"-type movie
Cusco may be just what you need.
or a movie portraying the ancient tribes
of Latin America
Songs that worked especially weU'
excellent sound.
exemplary inteqJretation of indigenous for me on this release include: all those
"Montezuma," the first song on the life in the Americas," say the liner named above, "Montezuma" and
disc and my personal favorite, begins notes. "With titles such as 'Goddess of "Temple of Remembrance."
If the stuff you have been hearing
with a pan flute playing softly. Soon a the Moon,' '?Vfaya Temple,' 'Dance of
sometraditional-sounding drum beat joins in the Sun Priest' and 'Quetzal' s Feather,' lately has left you craving
building slowly yet steadily in inten- Cusco expresses the importance of the thing more, Cusco may be just what
sity. And finally intense synthesizer rediscovery of Gaia, the connective life you need.

Return to Ancient America," Michael
Holm and Kristian Schultze have managed to blend flutes and pan flutes with
electronically programmed rhythms
and synthesizer music to produce an

music joins in without disrupting the
songs ancient feel.
"Haunting flutes,playful pan pipes,
traditional rhythms and electronic arrangements make this collection an

women, Bocci said, are single mothers
who are trying to juggle the combination of parenting, work and school. She
said many of those women need an
outlet to talk about their feelings.
"We acquaint ourselves with them

to help them feel comfortable," she
said. "We help them in their adjustment to the University by making them
feel welcome.
"There are a lot of non-traditional
age women students that have issues
[to deal with] like child care. They
might be 40 or 50 and not fit into the

Counsel from page 5
on the right track for help by referring
them to the Counseling Service or another outside agency.
"May be their wife or sister has
been sexually assaulted or abused in
another relationsh ip and they're trying

to get them help and help for themselves," Bocci said.
She said counseling students and
making them feel comfortable on
campus has been an important focus
for the Women's Center. She said

comfortablcncss on campus is especially importan t for the non-traditional
woman student. Bocci said more
women are beginning college at a later
age and have a difficult time adj usting
to the new lifestyle. Many of these

\

Stepping from page 5
areas in which they grew up, like
Hazelwood or St. Charles or wherever. So they're still in touch with
the same people they grew up with.
They still run with the same crowd
that they ran with in high school,
even though that crowd doesn't
attend the University. Plus, if they
do meet someone on campus, the
probability of that person living
forty miles away is pretty good.
And you've got to take into account
all of the nontraditional students
there, the ones with aspouseorkids
or full-time jobs. So people aren't
too friendly. They go to class and
they go home or to work. They
don't try to meet anyone."
I knew that all he was saying

was true, and figured that we could
probably discover a few other reasons
as to why UM-St. Louis students,
seemingly with purpose, avoid personal contact with each other. But the
conversation, thus our attention, was
diverted to something else, and my
lesson on the UM-St. Louis 10 step
ended.
I've wondered about it since,
though. What about simple recognition; acquaintenceship as opposed to
friendship? How often do you actually
meet (as in get more than the name of)
a classmate? How often do you converse with the person standing next to
you smoking a cigarette on a break')
How often do you just smile at, or
maybe even say hello to , someone you

pass everyday in the hall or see everyday in the Underground? Probably not
too often. Not many of us do.
Of course it's impossible to make
eye contact with everyone you pass.
It's unrealistic lO smile at everyone you
see. And you can'tgreeteveryone you
fmd yourself next to. If you did you 'd
SOOn be labeled as that friendless guy or
girl with the ''I'm so happy I'm crazy"
smile who 's always staring at people
and saying hello. And besides, who
wants to look at, greet or meet ev ry on.:' they see') ot me. But consider
this: the people you go to school with,
altend classes with and pursue the same
or 'imilar degrees with, are probably
going to be the people you end up
working wi th when you finally gradu-

ate and get ajob. That job that you
get possibly because one day you
said hello to someone at school.
Don 'tmisunderstandme. I'm
not saying we should be kinder
and friendlier to one another sifn- .
ply to network for our futures.
1'm merely saying recognize that
there arepeople around you, most
of whom you might enjoy meeting. People you might find interesting. People you might fmd
helpful. People you might fmd
attractive. Whoknowswhatcould
come of il You might even start
looking forward to the drive here.
Now smile a little, would ya?
And don't look so crazy.

wor1d. Men have had ways to be out in .
the world and get their education. It's
changing now and women are starting
their education right out of high school.
But, we're talking about women that
graduated from high school in the '50s.
You just got married and you stayed
home. Twenty-five years later the hus-

I
.,

"It's kind of a haven for them to meet
other women in their same situations... that
have the same kinds of problems."
-Joanne Bocci, Women's Center
Coordinator
mainstream. It's kind of a haven for
them to meet other women in their
same situations ... that ruive the same
kinds of problems."
Bocci cited an example of a
prevalent problem women face.
"A lot of women were interrupted
in their education to stay home and
raise families," she said. "They just
can't come out and go prancing in the

band walks out and she has no income
and children to support and she's trying
to get back in school so she can earn a
Ii ving. These are some huge difficulties
that some men might face but it's not
the norm because they are usually the
one who had been out working. It's a
very difficult thing to deal with."

If you're into computer sciences, data processing, accounting,
auditing, math or law...

get in touch with State Farm.

OPENS FRIDAYSEPTEMBER 16TH
AT ATHEATRE NEAR YDU.

Our career opportunities are many and varied for qualified grads. If you're selected, you'll enjoy
the advantages of working with a respected leader in .the insurance industry. Expert training. Stateof-the-art equipment. Excellent pay and benefits. Cost-of-living adjustments. Plenty of room to grow.
And you'll enjoy Bloomington, Illinois, too. It's a thriving community with .the social, 'cultural and
recreational activities afforded by two universities.
Contact your Placement Director, or write Daryl Watson, Assistant Director Home Office
Personnel Relations, One State Farm Plaza, Bloomington, I11inois 617lO.
State Farm Insurance Companies· Home Offices: Bloomingron, Illinois' An Equal Opportunity Employer
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photo Cinde Poli

ROCKIN' THE UNIVERSITY: The Ralph Butler band keeps the groove going during the
festivities.

photo Cinde Poli

DANCING SHOES: The lead singer trips the light
fantastic at EXPO.
.

photo Tracy Hallquist

WE ALL SCREAM FOR-: Students and staff line upfor a sweet treat.
photo Tracy Hallquist

photo Cinde Po li

WHAT A PARTY! : Many students took time out of their day to enjoy the
festivities at EXPO .

HE'S ALL WET! : Edrtor-in-Chief Matt Forsythe
suffers the humiliation of the dunking booth .

Dream come true
Former .UM-St. L ouis student, community leader
appointedtoUniversityo!MissouriBoardo!Curators
by Jeremy Rutherford
news editor

.You

could be
the lucky
winner of
$1,000 in
the student
essay and
art contest
to celebrate
United
Nations Day.

Essa Contes,t

•
A $1 ,000 prize will be awarded in each con test.
All UM-St. LouiS students are eligible to enter.
Entries must be rece ived by Octob er 4 , 1994.
W inners will be announced on o r before United
Nations Day, October 24 , 1994.

Essays should fo cus on United Nations Day
and suggest how it could be celebrated as a
worldwide holiday.
Essays must be 2-3 pages long, typed and
double-spaced on standard 8 1/2 x 11 w hite
paper. Please attach a cover page with your
name , add ress, phone aDd student numbe r.
Entries should be submitted to the English
. Department , 494 Lucas Hall .

Let your imagination run free. Artwork CLln
take almost any [onn including photogmphy.
posters, bumper stickers, collages, pain tings or
drav.~ ngs. Be sure to include a 3 x 5 card "ith
your name. address , phone and student number. Entries should be submitted on October 3
or 4, 1994, 9am to 5pm. to the An DepJnment, 506 Lucas Hall. Artwork \\ill be
returned if you provide an 3ppropriate-sized,
self-addressed stamped envelope .

BETTER HURRY!
ALL ENTRIES MUST BE SUBMITIED ON OR BEFORE OCTOBER 4, 1994.
The annual contests are sponsored by the University of Missouri-51. Louis. The COlllests are endowed
by Dorothy Schneider, former Red Cross worker, English professor and aUlhor of the UN Reso lution to ·
create Uni ted Nations Day as an international holiday.

As a student at UM-St Louis,
Malaika Home looked at members of
the University of Missouri (UM) Board
of Curators as community leaders. Now,
a curator herself, Home realizes the
responsibility that accompanies the
respect
Home was appointed a member of
the UM Board of Curators by Missouri
Governor Mel Carnahan on Aug. 31. In
the 1st Congressional District, she replaces Cynthia Thompson, who moved
earlier this year. Home is now the second curator of the nine-member Board
that auended UM-SL Louis. 5t Louisbased CPA Mary Gillespie, appointed
to the Board in January of 1993, is the
other.
"I told the group last week when I
was appointed that I feel very blessed
and honored, and also that I am very
humbled by the experience," Home
said. "I never thought that I would
make it to that level. These (curators)
were people we looked up to at being
the top level of a large institution."
Home, whoiscurrently themanaging director of the Narcotics Service
Council (NSC). pursued the curator
position in more ways than one.
"I was able to get the support of the
community," she said. "I called the
governor, and I wrote the governor
about my being capable and deserving
for the position."
Home's persistence then won
Carnahan's support
"He didn't say this , but I sensed that
he liked the fact I had a working-class
background," Home said. "I believe
mass Misso urians want the opportu1

nily and the access to education . Missouri has that policy to educate, and I
think as a state, it will advance leaps
and bounds."
UM-St Louis Chancellor Blanche
Touhill said Home comes to the Board
with a different perspective than most
currenlcurators.
"Her experiences are based in education and social services, not law and

Ma/aika Horne
business," Touhill said. "Malaika is a
strong choice. I believe the University
System will benefit from her leadership, particularly in regard to the
emerging role of urban education."
Home received her bachelor's degree from UM-St. Louis, and her
master' s and doctoral degrees from 5t
Louis University . In addition to working with the NSC, she currently serves
as a postdoctoral research fello w at
Washington University and as an adjunct professor at Webster University.

Home said her education at UMStLouis is very important to her.
" I thank the University fora quality
education," she said. "As I look back,
and it's been a while, I believe the
education I received is the best preparation for the kinds of things I'm doing
now."
The perspective she brings to the
Board is different, she said, "I like what
I have to offer."
"I do know research, and that's an
area I know the System wants to pursue," she said. "I think it's good if I can
come in with a different perspective."
The Board now faces the Hancock
IT amendment, which recently garnered
the appropriate 131,000 signatures to.
make the November ballot. If the
amendment passes, the UM-system's
budget of $51 0 million could be cut by
$60, including UM-St. Louis losing
$12 million. Twelve million dollars is
approximately the budget of the College of Arts and Sciences at UM-St.
Louis.
Hancock II passing, Home said, is
unthinkable.
"It would be a disaster," she said.
'T he people have to be educated on the
consequences (0 f Hancock II) passing.
Right now, we've got to mobilize and
agitate it"
Hancock IT was on the Board's
agenda Sept 1 and 2 at its meetings in
Springfield, Mo. !t was Home's first
chance to look at things from acurator's .
point of view.
"The meetings were very infonnative," she said. "I learned a lot. But it's
a very complex system, so I'm going to
take it slow. I was just amazed to see all
the activities that are going on at the
. various campuses."

-

Are You Ready For Some Real Job Experience?

Then w-ork for The Current!
We can always use a new reporter.
Call Matt at 553-51 83
.
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Inside bits and
pieces ofUMst Louis sports
by Rob GOedeker
associate sports editor
·The Rivennen soccer team
kicked off the season the weekend of
Sept 34,.by winning the championship of the Gardner Cup Classic at
NortheastMissouri State in IGrksville,
Mo. The Rivennen's first game of the
season was a shutout against
Mercyhurst They won by the score of
2-0. Forward Todd Rick scored both
goals in the second half for the
Rivennen, and Goalie :Mark Lynn recorded his flrst shutout of the season
The next day, theRivennen started
right where they left off, as they shutout Drury 6-0 to take the Cup. Rick
lead the Rivennen in scoring with his
firsthattrickoftheyear.Lynnreconied
his second shutout in two days and
made a career-high eight saves.
·Todd Rick's five goals, in the
Classic, earned him the ?10M-America
Intercollegiate Athletics Association
-(MIAA) player ef the week during the .
weekofAug. 29- Sept 4. His six goals
and 13 points are the best start to a
season by a Rivennen player. He is
now 21st on the Rivennen's all-time
scoring lisL Rick has a shot at breaking
the record for most goals scored in a
season. Mark Reiter did it in 1987 with
17 goals.
·Uthere were any doubts about
Rivennen Goalie Mark Lynn returning to the same form of two years
ago, when he helped lead the Rivennen
to a 17-1-2 record and the NCAA
tournament Quarterfinals, those were
buried at the Gardner Cup Classic.
Lynn collected two shutouts, 14 saves
011 19 shots, in his first two games of
the season and now has nine shutouts
in 11 career games for UM-St Louis.
It seems as though he never left.

.The Riverwomen ~cer team
opened the season with a win and a tie
at the St. Joseph's tournament (Sept
3-4) in Renssailler, Ind. The Riverwomen beat host SL Joseph's by a
scoreofl-O. All-re.>tion forwardJenni
Burton scored the deciding goal. The
next day, the Riverwomen tied WlSconsin-Parkside 1-1. Both teams were
held scoreless in regulation time. The
Riverwomen took the lead, in overtime, when freshman forv.'ard Laurie
Casso carne off the bench to score at
the 108th minute. But WisconsinParkside scored two minutes later to
end the game in a tie. The Riverwomen
won the tolIDlament, but were misprinted in the press release given out
by SL Joseph's. The release said that
UM-Rolla won the IDllmament,instead
of UM-SL Louis. Named to the AllToumarnentTeam were: Riverwornen
Jennifer Frohlich (defender), Dianne
Ermeling (Mid fielder), and Amy
Abernathy (Goalie). Swprisingly,
Jenni Burton wasn't selected to the
All-Tournament Team. She finished
the tournament with a goal and an
assist for three points. She has been the
catalystoftheRiverrnen offense so far
this year.
.Congratulations
to
Riverwomen Volleyball players
Tricia Clendenen and Anne Marie
Gary for being selected to the AllTournament Team at UM-St Louis'
Red/Gold Classic.
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Riverwomen 4-0-1, remain undefeated
Game 1 Friday Night vs. Colorado Christian

"!'
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by Pete Dlcrtsplno
sports editor
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Jenni Burton scored 16 minutes
into the game; and goalieJ ulie Sachse
madeitstandup,astheUM-StLouis women's soccer defeated Colorado
Christian 2-1 last Friday at home . .
It was the opening game in the '
Kickoff Classic Tournament which
also features Missouri-Rolla and
Southwest Baptist '
The Riverwomen came out flying early in the first half and mounted
some good offensive attacks towards
Cougars goalie JQdi Farrell.
A minute into the game, Burton walked around a Cougar defender,
but her shot was stopped by Farrell.
The Cougars answered with a
chance of their own two minutes
-later.
Forward Nicole Lambert hit the
crossbar on a left-footed bomb from
just inside the penalty box.
Riverwomen forward Marcie
Scheske had a good chance, 13 minutes in, but her shot sailed Wide.
.Again the Cougars came right
back as Lambert tried to beat Sachse
with a shot to the far corner. Sachse
had other ideas and drove to herright
making a fantastic save and kept the
score tied at zero.
The save turned out to be crucial,
as Burton buried her third goal of the

Photo: Cinde Poli

BARELY HANGING ON: High flying Riverwomen Goalie Amy Abernathy makes the save as Colorado Christian
Forwards look on in disappointment during last week's K!ckoff Classic at Don Dallas Memorial Soccer Field .
year on a crossing pass from Tammi
Madden.
The play started when back Jennifer
Frohlich led Madden with a great pass
down the right side of the field. Madden.
without settling the ball, crossed it to
Burton who drilled the ball horne out of
mid-air.

"It was a pretty goal," Head
Coach Ken Hudson said. "Anytime
Jenni gets the ball from six -feet away ,
it's going to be a goal."
: After the goal, the Cougars turned
up the pressure and controlled the
rest of the half. Sachse's goaltending
was tested often and she held the

Duo returns as backbone of
new-look volleyball team
Debbie. it is up to the three of us to try
to int Ollt things and pass along our
experience to the other players. "
"Ever since the seventh grade, I
Sheri Grewe and Debbie
always loved to play volleyball,"
Boedefeld both share a common inGrewe explained. "And I
terest. They are both tolike to show my enthusitally enthusiastic about
asm for the game. If I can
the game of volleyball.
show my enthusiasm and
Hit helps to talk out there, to
Grewe
and
_
excitement at a high level.
Boedefeld, sophomore give encouragement to each other
everybody else on the
middle hitters -on the
and
talk
about
what
happens
team will see it, and then
Riverwomen volleyball
it will catch on to the rest
team, said they try to keep sometimes on the floor. 11
of
the team."
the mood upbeat and
-Debbie Boedefetrl" w'!men '5
'1t helps to talk out
positive during the game.
They hope the enthusivolleyball player there, to give encourageasm is passed on to their
ment to each other and
t.earnmates. Grewe and
'talk about what happens
talk to my teammates and answer quesBoedefeld said enthusiasm is an
tions they might have. AlongwithTracia
important element of the game. They
Oeodenen, who is our quarterback, and See Volleyball page 11
said ~e enthusiasm can corne in the

Cougars scoreless.
"Julie did a nice job, she came up
with some big saves," Hudson said.
"Both of our goalkeepers Julie and
Amy have been playing well, it's hard
to pick one over the other.
Sachse made six saves in the first
half, and at least four of them where

Todd Rick
• Has 6 goals in first three
games
• Was named first MidAmerica Intercollegiate
Athletic-, soccer player of
the week this season.
• Scored game-winning
goal in overtime victory
against Washington
University.
Photo: Alfie Ali

EUvernnen, Etick trap
Bears 1-0 in overtime
by Rob Goedeker
associate sports editor
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Current Player of the week

form of a handshake or a worn of enc~gemel!t if the team is.down.
"As one of two returning players, 1
feel that I have to take on a leadership
role somewhat," Grewe said. "I try to

by Leon ~ evance
of The Current staff

from close in.
WIth seven minutes left to go in
the first half, Cougar forward Lori
Wamhoff broke in alone on the right
side. Sachse came out and cut down
the angle and made a terrific driving
save to her right to preserve the lead.
The Cougars had the ball on the
Riverwomen side for the rest of the
half.
"We didn't mark at all in the first
half, they owned the whole middle of
the field." Hudson said.
''We didn't mark up very well in
the first half," Sachse said. "I was
yelling at them from back there."
Thanks to Sachse, the Riverwomen were lucky to corne out of the
frrst halfleading 1-0.
"I told them at half (time). if you
don't mark up, your coming out of the
game" Hudson said. "We did a better
job in the second half of marking and
controlling the middle of the field.;'
The second half started out more
like a chess match than soccer. Both
teams were feeling ea:h other out
awaiting their next move.
Mid-way through the hal f; Sachse
again carne up big, as she stopped a
free kick by Wamhoof and a rebound
shot by Lisa Morris.
Two minutes laler Riverwomen
defender Leigha Gibbs showed ner
teammates how to mark up, and in the
process might of saved a goal.

Francis Field witil a 1-0 victory over
Washington University Bears.
Their record fell to 0-2-1, theBears'
worst start in 23 years. The last time the
Bears started the season off without a
victory, in their fIrst three games, was
in 1971. The Rivennen improved their
record to 3-0.{).
Going into the game, the odds were
against tile Bears. The last time the
Bears sunk the Rivennen was in 1985
by a score of 2-1. The Rivermen now
lead the series 20-2·2.
Even though the bears lost the game
-they didn't go down without a fight In
fact, the bears probably outplayed the
Rivermen most of the game. The
Rivermen were outshot 26 to 13.
"They just kept coming at us," said
Rivermen Midfielder Todd Rick.
"We're their big game of the year,
so we knew they would come out
strong."
UM-St. Louis Head Coach Torn
Redmond agreed.
''They're a hard tearn to play,"
Redmond said. 'They 'revery organized
and balanced."
Redmond was happy to get the win
before the Rivennen prepare for their
Central Region games.
"We've got a lot of worle to do,"
Redmond said. "But I'm happy with
the victOry."
If it wasn 't for the spectacular play
of Rivermen Goalie Mark Lynn, the

Bears may have grabbed the game
away, and avoided digging up memoriesfrom the past
"We're very fortunate to h~we him
back in OUf program ," Redmond said .
"He's a solid goalie, and tile players
around him have confidence in him."
The game was held scoreless at the
end of regulation time and was forced
into overtime. Both teams had numerous chances to take the lead during
regulation time. The first half went
pretty smoothly witil both teams using
a cautious style of play, but the second
half wa" played roughly different.
As the garneprogressed, both teams
played a more physical type of game.
In all, tile Rivermen had 36 fouls and
the Bears had 3l.
Playing physical isn't the
Rivermen'sstyleofplay. Redmond felt
that the Rivermen weren't moving the
ball around very well, and got tilem- .
selves caught up into a physical game.
There were even some scuffles in the
game, one resulting in Rivermen Joe
Carroll being ejected afu;r receiving
his second yellow card.
The intensity kept building as tile
minutes diminished.
Finally, in the frrst overtime, the
Rivennen scored what would be the
winning goal, just min utes after Kevin
Neebes of the Bears almost put
Washington U. ahead.
Rivemlen Forward Kurt Bruenning
dribbled the ball up the left side of the
field into Bear territory and passed the

See Soccer page 1·0
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Riverwomen, BIll ton sneak past the Bears
Laura Miller, of Washington University
tied, up the game on a deflected
of The Current staff
pass that surprised Goalie Amy
TheRiverwomen have started their Abernathy.
Abernathy fOIDld herself getting
season off with a bang by going 2-0-1
shots fired from all angles. She faced
in their rust three games.
They found their way to victory 14 shots on goal, making nine saves.
A particularly great save was midlast Thursday against Washington
way
into the second half. Washington
University. They won 2-1, and proved
U.
Defender
Angela Brock fired a shot
that they will be a force to be reckoned
towards
the
left post, and Abernathy
with this season.
the ball.
quickly
grabbed
"We had to work, they gave us a .
"Amy
played
good in goal,on their
battle. We knew it was going to be a
there
was
nothing
that she could
goal
good game," Coach Ken Hudson said.
do,"
said
Coach
Ken
Hud<;on.
"She
''We were a step behind all night That
was going for the ball that was dehurt us more than anything."
flected."
The entire defense was being tested
It didn't take them long to get back
in the frrst five minutes, yet they withinto the lead, twelve minutes after the
stood the attack.
Defender Jennifer Frohlich saved Bears goal, Burton connected on a pass
a goal when a Washington player had from Frohlich, which she drilled into
a partial breakaway. The team seemed the right comer.
"You could tell they work together
to rally behind the play and was able to
all the time because one knew what the
mount some offensive attacks.
The first goal of the game carne other was going to do with the ball ,"
Hudson said. "If I wanted two people
fifteen minutes into the game.
Marcie Scheske grabbed a great in on that play, it was those two."
The deft:nsc had to come through
pass from Jenni Burton and putitin the
with
some big saves, Dianne Ermeling
right comer. The goalie dived, in a
had
some
great plays.
great effort, but the shot was placed
Mid-way
through the first half,
perfectly in the comer.

by Ken Dunkin
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CAUGHT IN A JAM: Washington University Midfeilder Kate Weinrieb (#19) looks back as Riverwomen
Defend er Dianne Ermeling (#6) moves in to clear the ball away from danger giving the RiverWomen a 2-1 victory
at Francis Field last Thursday.

she deflected a hard shot from Laura
Miller, and minutes later stole the ball
when the momentum seemed to be
shifting to the Bears.
A key move by Hudson also improved the defense for the game, he
moved Tammy Madden from midfield
to defense.
"Tammy has been our marking
midfielde.r ," Hudson said. "When we
werelaclcing a little defense, we moved
her into the back field to help out She
stopped a breakaway, which prevented
a oppqmmity to tie the game."
The Bears team had a lot of heart
anddidn 'tgive up until the final buzzer.
"We came out a little flat most of
the game. When we had to play, we
played," Hudson said. 'The last ten
minutes, defensively, I th~ughtwe did
good."
The win provided some much
needed momentum for the Kickoff
Classic which was held last weekend.
"I think: were playing good as a
team," Burton said. ''We've come together as a team, not knowing who
would be coming back from last year
or what new players would be coming
in this year."

Soccer from page 9
Bears.
ball to Midfielder Ben Davis in the
Bears Midfielder Daam Barker
comer. Davis slid aperfectpass across .
the goal mouth to Midfielder Todd
did an excellent job defending against
Rick.
Rick for a one-timer. Bear Goalie
"He (Rick) is a good player,"
Stewart Bradley never saw it coming.
Barker said. "He's very Quick and
Rick's l1;oal was his sixth of the
season and hj.s second game-winning
very supple on his feet It wasn't too
goal. This isn't surprising, though,
difficult to keep up with him, because
I was a head or so taller, but he caught
Rick has scored sixoftheRivermen's
nine goals, that's 67 percent for you
me a couple of times."
In the end, Barker realized that
Math 30 students.
once was enough.
'Tvejustbeen in the right place at
Late in the second overtime, the
the right time," Rick said.
Rivermen almost let the Bears tie the
But Coach Redmond feels Rick
game, but Lynn was there to save
has more than just luck on his side.
"Todd's an opportunist,"
them.
"He won the game for us," Rick
Redmond said. "He takes advantage
of any spoce he gets. I'm real pleased
said. "He saved at least five pointwith his play. He's a hard-working
blank shots that could have been
goals." .
player."
Lynn seems to beathis best with
Although Rick scored the only
goal, he was held to only one shot,
three shutouts in three games, but he
which turned out to be fatal for the
doesn 't want to take all the credit

"I don't deserve all the credit,"

Lynn said. 'The defense has really
worked hard, and i appreciate that. It's
really nice to get shutouts because that
means I' m working hard, and my
teammates are working hard to keep
the ball out of the net, but I would
rather the team win than for me to get
a sh utout"
The Rivermen' s next game is on
the road against Wisconsin-Parkside
Se 17 at 1:30 .m.
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IT'S A WASH-OUT: RivermenDefender Ken Henry (#21) is getting ready to kick the ball as Washington U.
Midflelder David Katz hustles back to prevent Henry from clearing the zone.
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Classic from page 9
Volleyball from page 9
sometimes on the floor,"
Boedefeld said. "Somebody will
see something and bring it to our
attention. Then we will come together as a team to discuss it and
how to improve ort it"
Grewe, five feet 10 inches,
and Boedefeld,five feet 11 inches
are small for middle hitters, yet
they are constantly matched
against players bigger than themselves. They accept that kind of
challenge, though.
"It's fun to block somebody' s
hard shot or dig their spike out or
slam it down yourself," Grewe
said. "As a middle, hitter you go
for blocking the shot, quick sets
and spikes to freeze the other
team's middle hitter and create a
one-on-one situation."
"When that happens ,and you
capitalize on it, it gives you an
incredible feeling-like you accomplisheti your goal."
Last year's team did not have
that cohesiveness of a close-knit
team. Despite the record of26-lO
and e third place finish in the
Mid-America Intercollegiate
Athletics Association (MIAA),
freshman and seniors did not work
well together. This did not bode

well · for the Riverwomen. Coach
Denjse Silvester expects lhings will be

different this year.
"1 would ·say that the seniors arid
freshmen did not blend in well," she
said. 'The freshmen did not have a lot .
of experience, and the seniors expecfud
more."
"Sheri and Debbie are soft spoKen,
but effective, leaders. They set a level
of expectations for this team and pOint
out the little things about being a team
player."
'We want to improve ourselves as
players to help the team win,"
Boedefeld said. "We have different
styles. Our approach to the game is .
different Sheri is more intense and I
am laid back.
"We always try to help each other
and balance things out And Sheri and
I try to install a good work ethic for the
team. Our summer workoutsconsistof
lifting weights, jump training over
cones and sprints. So, there is separateness. We are one big tree, with
Sheri and I as the trunk."
Coach Silvester said Grewe and
Boedefeld have an added quality that
makes them good team playe':'S.
Photo: Cindi Poli
'1 only recruit good students and
good athletes," she said. ''These girls REACHING FOR THE SKY:Riverwomen Tricia Clendenen sets the
are that and more."
ball for teammate Sheri Grewe (#5) at this year's Red/Gold Classic.

no

Column from page 9
·UM-St. Louis Tennis Coach
.CarIWalkerrecentlyattendedtheU.S.
Open Aug. 28- Sept 6 at Flushing
Meadows, N.Y. While there, he attended a tennis teachers conference for
teaching professional tennis players.
Aside from the conference, Walker
had the chance to sit in on some of the
excitement at the U.S. Open.
'1t was neat to see some of the
upsets that happened this year," WaIker

said. Walker just missed seeing No.1
player Pete Sampras upset by W1seeded
Peruvian Jairne Yzaga
"I was on my way back home, at
the time it was happening, but I got in
town just in time to see the end of it,"
Walker said.
'Last week, UM-St. Louis just
completed resurfacing their tennis
courts. 'This is great news for UM-St
Louis tennis players. Last Season they

had to hold their home matches at the
Dwight D. Davis Tennis Center, because of the condition of the courts.
·Rivermen's No.1 Doubles tennis team of Rich Durbin and Pat Hahn
won'tbe back next year. It has rumored
that Durbin is going to take a year off
from tennis, and Hahn has been given a
scholarship to play tennis at SaintLouis
University. Hahn and Durbin were the
Rivermen's No.1 and No.2 players

respectively. They will be deeply
missed, unless Coach Walker can find
some equal replacements.
·Interested in playing tennis this
coming spring? UM-St Louis tennis
coach Carl Walker is thinking about
holding a tryout for the men's and
women's teams. For more information, calI"the Athletic Office at 5535661.

scrimmage as the Riverwomen were
far more talented than the Lady
Bearcats.
"We had a couple of goals set at
the beginning of the game. One, we
didn't want them to score, and two we
wanted to knock the ball around more,"
Head Coach Ken Hudson said.
The Riverwomen started early as
freshmen Tammi Madden scored her
first goal of the season on a free-bck
three minutes into the game.
For the R iverwomen, the rout was
on, and the goals kept coming in the
first half.
Eighteen frrsthalfshotsweref!Ted
at Lady Bearcats' goalie Amy Stockton and six found the back of the net.
Scheske scored both of her goals
in the first half, the second one carne
on a breakaway with goalie Amy
Abernathy getting the assist.
Senior Angie Kaighin and freshmen Tammi Madden both scored their
first goal of the year in the first half.
The Ri verwomen' sleading goal scorer
Burton, also collected her first of two
in the half.
In the second half, Hudson played
third-string goalie Jodi Pass water in
goal and played his other two goalies,
Abernathy and Sachse, at forward.
'This game allowed me to rest
some of the players who had some
nagging injuries," Hudson said.
Sachse didn't look out of place at
all, as she netted her first two goals of
Game 2: Saturday night
the year, both on pretty setups by
vs. Southwest Baptist
Jennifer Frohlich.
Burton also scored in the half to
Forwards Jenni Burton, Marcie
increase her team lead to five.
Scheske and goalje Julie Sachse each
'This game will help us becaU5e
scored two goals as the UM-St. Louis
we needed to fmd the net more,"
women's soccer team breezed by
Hudson said .
Southwest Baptist 9-1Iast Saturday in
The Riverwomen finished the
the final game of the Kickoff Classic.
game with 43 shots, while the Lady
With the win, the Riverwomen
Bearcats only had one. The one shot
took home the trophy even though
took a bad bounce and went over
MiSsouri-Rolla woo both of their games
Passwaters' head.
too. The difference
decided on
The Riverwomen are off to their
goals allowed in the tournament and
besl start since 1982 with an 4-0-1
Missouri-Rolla allowed two, while the
record and will try for number 5 FriRiverwomen only allowed one.
day, September 16 against Northeast
The game looked more like a
Missouri State.
On the play, Cougar forward Stacy
Zeir beat Frohlich with a move to the
outside. Zeirhad a clear-cut breakaway
until Gibbs came over from the other
side of the field to knock her off the
ball and turn away a scoring chance.
"We adjusted well in the second
half," Hudson said. "We just need to
play smarter out there."
With just under six minutes remaining in the game, the Cougars
poured on the pressure and nearly tied
the game:
.
A cross by aCougarplayerslipped
through Sachse hands and went right
on the foot of Zeir. She had a wide
open net, but sailed a shot over the
crossbar. Luck was also on Sachse
side.
Sachse made the save of the night
to close out the Cougars with two
minutes left in the game.
Wamhofftooka pass from a comer
bck and blasted a shot to the right
upper comer of the net. Sachse leaped
to her left and punched the ball out of
play.
"I felt good out there. I like having
alot of action, it keeps you in the
game," Sachse said.
Sachse finished with 12 saves and
was, without a doubt, the star of the
game.
The Riverwomen improved their
record to 3-0-1 on the year.
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. for ~ess than adollar aday,
both will give you t~e power you need to
. . survive this semester.

,.

Apple" PowerB002" 150 11120.
Only $1,258.00.

With an Apple Computer Loan, its now easier than ever to buy a Macintosh" personal
computer. In fact, with Apple's special low interest and easy terms, you can own a Mac for
as little as $23 per month! Buy any select Macintosh now, and you'll also get something no
other computer offers: the Apple student software set. It includes a program designed tD help
you with all aspects of writing papers. Apersonal organizer/calendar created specifically for
N

students (the only one of its kind). And the Internet Companion to help you tap into on-line
resources for researching your papers. It even includes ClarisWorks, an integrated package
complete with database, spreadsheet, word processing software and more. All at special
low student pricing. With an offer this good, it's the best time ever to
.~
discover the power every student needs. The power to be your hese

Ap 1

pe .
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For further information visit the Computer Store
Located in the University Center Lobby or call 553-6054
Hours: Mon-Thur: 10-6, Fri: 9-5
. Odober 17, 1991; Ilt'tliJoble 011(1' wbik supplies 1asJ. ©1991 AfpIe Computer. Inc. Ail righls reser<ai Apple, /be Apple logo, ,\(adrllOSh, fujorma, Pm''fffBooil and "lbefJOU'f!' 10 be JIlUT best" are regisJnreti tmdemor/:s ofApple ,Cmnpu!er, hlC.. Mac is a trademarf. ofApple CompulE't, Inc. ClarisifOT/:s is a registered lnWmuril ofCk,ris CorpolYllion. $2J fII: monlb is 1m
fS~ tman AfpIe Computer Loan of tl,485.71 for a l'<rfomta. 636 SJ,/em. Priazs and loon amDtmlr 1m! rubfrd IrJ cha"l!' withoul nollCR. See )W7)Pple Campus Resell",. or rejJrfXniali1."'for currrnI s)'sJem pn=. A55" loan rmgmolilmjee uiJi be added 10 the rttpeSled loan O!11lJuni. Tbe inJeresI raJe IS I'ariohle. ixtSed Ort the ClJlllnlL'Tf7I1l paper rule pit", )35%. I'or lbe
monIb o/August 1.994. /be interesl raJe lUIS 10.10%, l[lil/) an APR of 1136%. 8)'lOT loon lerm with 1/1) prepaymenl penally. Tbe monlblypaymenl shoil'n IlSStl1nes no dejrrm,nl ofpriTlci(la1 or in/eresl. Sll!den/s may defer priTlci(Ia/ paymfTI/J up 10 4J<O", or ImJiI gradulJtion. Dr[tmlt!t11 "rill changeyour monlbi)'rxI)1)J1!1I£, Tbe AfpIe u;lIIp"ler W.IN ~·S/lbjerl llJ {7['tnl nf'(Jmml.
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Stranger yet, the S print

FONCARDSSMfrom Sprint.

Booth on campus is giving

The late night MOONLIGHT .

away groovy T-shirts just for
. signing up.The COLLEGIATE

MADNESS®rate they offer is

-

FONCARD

certainly unusual. So unusual,
only Sprint offers it. Gab all

THIS COLLEGIATE FONCARD IS SO EASY, IT'S WEIRD.

night long from I I pm-6am at 9¢ a minute;

9~ a

minu tr,· rate applies

to

from

Sprint.

Totally weird. Check it out at

the Sprint Booth on campus.

Sprint

domestic calls made between II p.m. and 6 a.m. In addition to the 9¢ a minute rate, surcharges will apply to COLLEGIATE FONCARD calls. ©1994 Sprint Communications Company L.P.

